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User documentation

Introduction
datAIndustry App by seioTec

Process-oriented approach to use AI methods based on machine data from production.

The seioTec datAIndustry App enables a process-oriented approach to use AI methods based on your
machine data. Successful industrial AI requires valid data aggregation, labeled and pre-processed. The
data is enriched with domain and process knowledge and the effort for subsequent data analytics is
extremely shortened.

→ Transparency of your production processes

→ Basis for more effective development of your own AI applications.

→ Time and cost savings of your AI projects through initial data analysis at the Shop floor

Design your individual analysis board for your production processes!
Display your machine and operating data, such as voltage, current, speed, temperature, machine status
(downtime / runtime), produced quantities and many more. The design of our analysis board is simple and
intuitive.

Enjoy the most dynamic zooming while viewing your data!
Historical and online machine and operation data with a resolution of several years down to milliseconds
can be combined in real time without long loading times. Dynamic zooming in any time direction is possible
without averaging or smoothing due to the smart seioTec zoom algorithm.

Getting started with using AI algorithms on your data!
The datAIndustry app offers you the basis for using artificial intelligence in your production, for example
predictive maintenance with the seioTec MaintApp. In that way you can use already existing machine data
for AI algorithm training. For this purpose, the datAIndustry App offers data labeling and parameterization
of e.g. low pass filters or in combination with other filters at a central point for subsequent AI processes or
modeling software (data provision for external modules via integrated data export functionality).

The choice is yours: edge or cloud!
You can choose to integrate the datAIndustry App locally at the machine (Edge) or in your enterprise cloud
infrastructure. The Web-based UI is accessible from various browsers like Chrome, Firefox and Safari.

For more information, please visit www.seiotec.com/dataindustry.
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Dashboard

Load and save templates
(buttons 1 and 2)

Via the 1 button, a previously saved template can be loaded.

Via the 2 button, the settings for the chart can be saved as a template. For each channel, all settings made
are saved:

• selected value / time series • assigned Y-axis in the chart • scaling of the Y-axis • color of the graph •
activation/deactivation of the channel

The saved templates can be renamed and deleted in the Settings section.

Display current and historical data
(buttons 3 and 4)

In the chart, either the current data is displayed and continuously updated or the data of a selected period
from the past is shown. The 3 button starts and pauses the display of continuously updated data.

The selection of the time period can be made directly in the chart.

• with the mouse:

• To zoom in/out the displayed period, the cursor is placed on the chart and the mouse scroll
wheel can be used.

Dashboard
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• To select the time point, the chart is dragged or pushed to the desired time point with the
mouse.

• on the touchpad:

• To zoom in/out the displayed time period, the chart is pulled apart or pushed together with two
fingers.

• To select the point in time, the chart is dragged or pushed to the desired point in time with one
finger.

Alternatively, the period can be selected from a calendar with the 4 button.

Save chart as image
(button 5)

An image of the chart can be saved using the 5 button.

Add, delete and scale channels
(buttons 6 to 10)

The channels displayed in the chart are added with the 6 button. In the selection dialog the parameter to
be displayed is selected and the position of the Y-axis is set. For each added channel a separate list item
for settings is displayed:

The 7 button can be used to hide the channel and its associated Y-axis from the chart. The channel can be
removed from the chart again using the “Delete channel” entry in the menu (button 10).

The value range of the Y-axis can be adjusted via the Settings button (10).

Please note that this value range can only be selected within the limits set for the parameter. (the limits for
the parameter are set in the Settings area)

Dashboard
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Change assignment of parameter, Y-axis and color of a channel
(buttons 8 to 10)

The assignment of the displayed parameter, Y-axis is done in the settings (button 10) and the color of the
graph for a channel can be changed directly in the menu (button 8). The assignment (right or left) and
hiding of the axis is done directly in (button 9)

In the selection field 10 a new parameter can be assigned to the channel for display.

The used Y-axis can be changed in the selection field 9. When selecting the axis labeled “Hidden”, the
Y-axis for this channel is hidden in the chart (the graph remains visible).

The 8 button opens a window where the color for the display of the channel can be set.

Dashboard
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Export

Step 1: Select plant
Step 1 is to specify for which asset / connection the data export should be done:

The selection is made by activating the corresponding button.

Step 2: Set time period
In step 2 you can specify a time period for the export:

Export
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Step 3: Selection of parameters
Step 3 defines for which parameters data should be exported:

The top button (parameters) is used for quick activation/deactivation of all entries in the list.

The order of each parameter can be changed by dragging and dropping them to the desired position in the
list.

Export
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Step 4: Selecting the export format and run the export
Step 5 defines in which format the selected data should be exported:

The format is selected by activating the corresponding checkbox.

The “Start export” button starts the export process. After the export is finished, the result can be saved in
the file system (file handling via browser).

Export
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Settings

Parameters

The parameters are edited using the pencil icon.

Upper and lower limits determine the minimum and maximum values of the Y-axis in the chart. Optionally,
a unit can be defined. A parameter can be activated or deactivated via the “Active” column.

The number of decimal places displayed is taken from the settings for the lower and upper limit of the
respective parameter. For example:

• Lower limit: 0.00 Upper limit: 100.00 - this parameter is displayed with two decimal places

• Lower limit: 0.0 Upper limit: 100.0 - this parameter will be displayed with one decimal place

Settings
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Templates

Info

The current version number of the program is displayed here.
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